NOTARIAL CERTIFICATE

Acknowledgment

State of ______________________

County of ____________________

The attached record was acknowledged before me on _______________________

(Date)

by _____________________________________.

(Name of signer(s).)

_________________________

(Notary Signature)

[Affix stamp above]

This certificate has been attached to the ______________________________________

(Type of record or document)

consisting of ______________ page(s), dated _________________________________.

Any evidence that this certificate has been detached or removed from the above described
document may render the notarization invalid or unacceptable.
NOTARIAL CERTIFICATE

Certification of Fact or Event

State of ______________________

County of ____________________

I certify that I have confirmed that ________________________________________

(Information that is being verified)

_____________________________ is true and correct based

on a review of _________________________________________________________

(Source of the information)

made by me on ______________________

(Date)

__________________________

(Notary Signature)

[Affix stamp above]

This certificate has been attached to the ______________________________________

(Type of record or document)

consisting of _____________ page(s), dated ________________________________.

Any evidence that this certificate has been detached or removed from the above described document
may render the notarization invalid or unacceptable.
NOTARIAL CERTIFICATE
Certification of Life

State of ______________________
County of ____________________

I certify that __________________________________________________________
(Name of Individual)
is alive and appeared physically before me at ______________________________
(Location where individual appeared)
on ________________________ at _____________________ [a.m.] [p.m.]
(Date) (Time)

_________________________
(Notary Signature)

[Affix stamp above]

This certificate has been attached to the ________________________________
(Type of record or document)
consisting of ______________ page(s), dated _________________________________.

Any evidence that this certificate has been detached or removed from the above described document
may render the notarization invalid or unacceptable.
NOTARIAL CERTIFICATE

Certification of Photograph

State of ______________________
County of ____________________

I certify that the attached photograph is an accurate representation of ____________________________
(Name of Individual or item)
based on _____________________________________________
(How subject was confirmed)
on _______________________
(Date)

_________________________________________
(Notary Signature)

[Affix stamp above]

This certificate has been attached to the _____________________________________________
(Type of record or document)
consisting of ____________ page(s), dated ____________________________.

Any evidence that this certificate has been detached or removed from the above described document
may render the notarization invalid or unacceptable.
NOTARIAL CERTIFICATE
Copy Certification of Electronic Record

State of ______________________
County of ______________________

I certify that the foregoing and annexed record entitled,
____________________________________, dated ______________________
(Title of record)
and consisting of ______________________ is a true and correct copy of an
(Number of pages or size of file)
electronic record printed directly from the electronic file by me on _______________.
(Date)

____________________________________
(Notary Signature)

[Affix stamp above]

This certificate has been attached to the ______________________
(Type of record or document)
consisting of ______________ page(s), dated ______________________.

Any evidence that this certificate has been detached or removed from the above described document
may render the notarization invalid or unacceptable.
NOTARIAL CERTIFICATE
Copy Certification of Tangible Record

State of ______________________
County of ____________________

I certify that the attached record is a true and correct copy of the
________________________________________________________
(Type of record)
an original record in the possession of, or issued by, _______________________
(Name of custodian or issuer)
and made by me on _______________________
(Date)

_________________________
(Notary Signature)

[Affix stamp above]

This certificate has been attached to the _______________________________
(Type of record or document)
consisting of ______________ page(s), dated ________________________________.

Any evidence that this certificate has been detached or removed from the above described document may render the notarization invalid or unacceptable.
Copy Certification  
By  
Document Custodian

I certify that the attached record is a true and correct copy of the _________________________
(Type of record)
_______________________________ in my possession on ____________________.

___________________________________
(Signature of Record Custodian)

State of ______________________
County of _____________________

This record was signed or acknowledged before me on ________________ by
(Date)
___________________________________.
(Name of signer)

___________________________________
(Notary Signature)

[Affix stamp above]

This certificate has been attached to the _________________________________
(Type of record or document)

consisting of ____________ page(s), dated _________________________________.

Any evidence that this certificate has been detached or removed from the above described document
may render the notarization invalid or unacceptable.

REV 10/19
NOTARIAL CERTIFICATE
Verification on Oath or Affirmation (Jurat)

State of ______________________
County of ____________________

The attached record was signed and sworn to or affirmed before me on ______________________ by _____________________________________.

(Date)       (Name of signer(s).)

_________________________
(Notary Signature)

[Affix stamp above]

This certificate has been attached to the ________________________________

(Type of record or document)

consisting of ______________ page(s), dated _________________________________.

Any evidence that this certificate has been detached or removed from the above described document may render the notarization invalid or unacceptable.
NOTARIAL CERTIFICATE

Remote Acknowledgment for Principal Located In the U.S.

State of ______________________

County of ____________________

This record was acknowledged before me by use of communication technology on __________________________ by  ______________________________, who was located in _________________________________ at the time of this notarial act.

_____________________________  
(Place in the United States where principal was located)

_____________________________  
(Name of principal(s).)

_____________________________  
(Date)

_____________________________  
(Notary Signature)

[Affix stamp above]

This certificate has been attached to the ________________________________

(Type of record or document)

consisting of _______________ page(s), dated _________________________________.

Any evidence that this certificate has been detached or removed from the above described record may render the notarization invalid or unacceptable.
NOTARIAL CERTIFICATE
Remote or Remote Online
Acknowledgment/Signature Witnessing/Jurat
Principal Located In the U.S.

State of ______________________
County of ____________________

This record was [acknowledged] [signed] [signed and sworn to or affirmed] before me by use of communication technology on ____________________________ by (Date)
______________________________________, who declared that [he] [she] [they] (Name of principal(s).)
[is] [are] located in __________________________ at the time of this notarial act. (Place in the United States where principal was located)

_______________________________________
(Notary Signature)

[Affix stamp above]

This certificate has been attached to the ____________________________ (Type of record or document)
consisting of _______________ page(s), dated _____________________________.

Any evidence that this certificate has been detached or removed from the above described record may render the notarization invalid or unacceptable.
NOTARIAL CERTIFICATE
Remote or Remote Online
Acknowledgment/Signature Witnessing/Jurat
Principal Located Outside the U.S.

State of ______________________
County of ____________________

This record was [acknowledged] [signed] [signed and sworn to or affirmed] before
me by use of communication technology on ______________________ by
(Date)
______________________________________, who declared that [he] [she] [they]
(Name of principal(s).)

[is] [are] located in ___________________________ and this record is part of, or
pertains to, a matter that is to be filed with or is before a court, government entity,
or other entity located in the United States or involves property located in or a
transaction substantially connected with, the United States.

_______________________________________
(Notary Signature)

[Affix stamp above]

This certificate has been attached to the
(Type of record or document)
consisting of ______________ page(s), dated _________________________________.

Any evidence that this certificate has been detached or removed from the above described record
may render the notarization invalid or unacceptable.

REV 10/19 1-5-610(9), MCA
NOTARIAL CERTIFICATE

Acknowledgment in a Representative Capacity

State of ______________________

County of ____________________

The attached record was acknowledged before me on ______________________

(Date)

by ____________________________ as _______________________________ of

(Name of signer)            (Title or Capacity)

or for ________________________________________.

(Name of person or entity on behalf of whom record was executed)

_________________________

(Notary Signature)

[Affix stamp above]

This certificate has been attached to the ________________________________

(Type of record or document)

consisting of ______________ page(s), dated _________________________________.

Any evidence that this certificate has been detached or removed from the above described
document may render the notarization invalid or unacceptable.
NOTARIAL CERTIFICATE
Signature Witnessing in a Representative Capacity

State of ______________________
County of ____________________

The attached record was signed before me on _______________________
(Date)

by ____________________________ as _______________________________ of
(Name of signer) (Title or Capacity)

or for _________________________________________.
(Name of person or entity on behalf of whom record was executed)

________________________________
(Notary Signature)

This certificate has been attached to the _________________________________
(Type of record or document)

consisting of ______________ page(s), dated _________________________________.

Any evidence that this certificate has been detached or removed from the above described document may render the notarization invalid or unacceptable.
NOTARIAL CERTIFICATE

Signature Witnessing

State of ______________________
County of ____________________

The attached record was signed before me on ______________________ by _______________________.

_____________________________________.

_________________________
(Notary Signature)

[Affix stamp above]

This certificate has been attached to the ________________________

(Type of record or document)

consisting of ____________ page(s), dated _________________________.

Any evidence that this certificate has been detached or removed from the above described document may render the notarization invalid or unacceptable.